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Large Dollar Awards: 2010 Update
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AWARD SURVEY: RICH PICKIN’S, BIG $$ IN ARBITRATION:  The $20 million
award in Bayou Group v. Goldman Sachs, which we discussed in SAA 2010-28, is the
biggest award to a customer thus far in 2010, but it struck us that multi-million dollar
awards in arbitration have been issuing with some frequency.  Rather than dwell on
individual cases, we checked SAC’s Award Database to see if the overall re-distribution
of wealth through securities arbitration was mere impression or reality.  We first checked
the year 2000 as a baseline and found that, with 1,919 Awards issued that year, arbitrators
spent $175 million of Respondents’ money bestowing recoveries on injured Claimants.
 The largest award in that year was Smyth v. D.H. Blair, $7.8 million. During 2007 and
2008, 2,477 Awards issued (not much more than for 2000 alone), leading to a total cash
prize for Claimants of $378 million.  The biggest monetary award in this period was 212
Investment v. Kaplan, AAA Award, $74.9 million (available online at SAC’s WebSite,
#13-180-Y-00862-05). Notice the numbers are getting bigger?  In 2009, 1,261 Awards
securities arbitration Awards issued, yielding $622.7 million in award monies issued.  Of
course, most of this trove relates to one institutional customer Award, STMicro v. Credit
Suisse, $415 million.  The next largest award amount in 2009 occurred in Masonic Hall v.
Advest, where a non-profit organization won $30.6 million (maybe our theme should be
“rich pickin’s” for institutions.  We then narrowed the search field to the first seven
months of 2009, so that we could compare it to the same period in 2010.  STMicro and
Masonic Hall both fell into this period, so the number for an aggregate of 689 Awards
was $564 million in toto, with an average of almost $1 million per Award.  Taking away
the STMicro outlier in 2009 left $149 million, which we compared to the results thus far
in 2010.  As we noted, the largest award in the first seven months of 2010 has been for
$20 million, yet, among the 845 Awards that have issued in this period, some $213
million has been awarded.  Taking the analysis further for just this time frame, we found
that most of that $213 million was comprised of the following: 403 Customer-Member
Awards (excludes Small Claims) yielding $112.5 million (including Bayou Group and
$3.3 million in punitive damages in all such cases); 102 Employee-Member Awards,
yielding $27 million (including $4.1 million in punitive damages); 177 Member-
Employee Awards, yielding $21.7 million (ed: rule of thumb, members don’t get punis);
and 24 Member-Member Awards, including $42.7 million ($0 punis).  (ed: That last
group surprised us – a lot of money is changing hands in raiding and recruiting disputes!
 We wonder, too, if more of such disputes are going the distance now that injunctive relief
is less of a factor in the raiding dispute mix.)


